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Questions for the Integration Conversation Starter
Early Education
“God” Questions
How do you think God looks at ___________?
How do you think God feels about ____________?
What do you think God wanted with _______________?
Why do you think the study of _______________ is really important to God?
If you were God, what would you do about ________________?
What has God said in the Bible about ________________?
How does _________________ show God working in the world? ...God's attitude? ...God's glory?
How does God participate in ________________?
How does _____________ help us to know God better?
“Creation” Questions
How does _________________show the Creator?
How could the Holy Spirit help us in _________________ activity?
What is true about _____________?
What is a lie about _____________?
What about ____________ agrees that God is the Creator?
What about ____________disagrees that is the Creator?
What is ______________ good for? Why do you think this part of creation exists?
What does ______________have to do with the First Commission of Genesis 1:26-28?
How does the Bible help us make sense of ___________________?
How has sin changed ________________?
After God created the world, He said it was “good.” What is still “good” about ______________in a
fallen world?
How does the biblical “Creation, Fall, Redemption, Restoration” theme relate to ______________?
“Humanity” Questions
How has a Christian view of _____________________affected history? ...affected
culture? ...affected the economy? ...affected the arts? ...affected business? 0affected the
family?
What makes human beings unique?
What positive character qualities can __________________ strengthen?
How does ___________ help us grow closer to God or not help us grow closer to God?
How does the view of a Christian affect one’s reaction to ______________?
How does Christian faith affect __________________?
How does ______________ affect Christian faith?
What does ______________ have to do with the work of a Christian car mechanic, hair stylist, lawyer,
teacher, artist, etc.?
What does basic human nature have to do with _________________?
How does ______________ unite people? ...divide people? 0fulfill people? 0ruin people?
What assumptions about humans lie behind ________________?
When it comes to ________________, what parts of the human mind need to be changed? How?
What about this subject agrees with the Bible or disagrees with the Bible?
How might ________________affect a Christian’s view of the future?
What does ________________ have to do with Christ’s call for us to disciple the nations, and teach
people to obey all He commanded?
Is there anything in ________________ that Christians may need to re-learn? 0re-apply? 0restore?

How can the study of ______________________ help humans?
How does ____________ relate to a healthy family? 0healthy city? 0healthy workplace? 0healthy
church?
How can we find real joy in _______________?
“Moral Order” Questions
What questions of right and wrong are there to ______________?
How is ________________ being misused or abused?
What value does a Christian see in ___________?
What value does Christ see in ______________?
For a Christian, what determines whether _______________ is right or wrong, good or bad?
Is there an absolute standard of right or wrong with respect to _________________?
For a Christian, what disagreements surround ______________?
On the topic of _______________, what has not been said that should be said?
How could _____________ be done in a God-honoring way?
What special challenges are there for Christians with respect to _____________? How can these
challenges be addressed? How could ___________ cause difficulties/challenges for Christians?
What is best about _____________?
What responsibilities are part of _____________? For whom?
What responsibility to God do we have to study ____________?
What about this subject is in agreement with what the Bible says is right or wrong?
What biblical reason is there for ______________? What biblical reason is there against
__________?
What rights do people have in ______________?
How does ______________ involve freedom? What is biblical freedom?
How does sin relate to ____________?
How has sin affected _____________?
What is “good” about ______________?
“Purpose” Questions:
What purpose does a Christian see in ________________?
What purpose does Christ see in ________________?
Why does _____________ really matter?
How does a Christian view of ________________make a difference in the way we
_________________?
What does _________ have to do with the purpose of a Christian car mechanic, hair stylist, lawyer,
pastor, artist, etc.?
What are biblically acceptable goals for _______________?
What affect does a sacred-secular divide have on _____________?
How is this subject in agreement with the Bible’s teaching of purpose? How is it in disagreement with
a biblical view of purpose?
What biblical reason is there for ______________?
How does _______________ relate to the First Commission of Gen. 1:26-28? 0to the Great
Commission of Matthew 28?
How does _____________relate to the future?
What gives this topic meaning for a Christian?
What should a Christian do in response to ______________?
How does the Bible help us make sense of ________________?
How does the study of this subject add to a Christian view of “wholeness”?
How should ______________ affect the way Christians live? 0.vote? 0work? 0play?
How can Christianity turn _____________ around? ...restore it? 0redeem it?
What does __________________ have to do with “world-changing,” or “culture-creating”?

